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The new series from the 
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Guillermo 
García Carsí



When scientist Billy builds a robot for 
a competition, artistic goofball Lola 

throws in a bunch of her favorite 
things. The result is Nano, a robot 

who has amazing transforming 
powers, but is also a clueless clutz! 



Nano may not be
the strongest robot in town…



…or the smartest…



You could even say he’s a 
bit clumsy



...But after all he's just a cute
little homemade robot.
And everything is new for him.



I KNOW NOTHING!



He wants to learn all about our world.
Who wants to teach him?



We do!



LOLA
Lola is the youngest of the crew. She's an 

up-and-coming artist. The world is her 
canvas, including your house! Lola loves 

Nano. After all, he's made out of her toys 
and favorite things. Her creative energy 

goes with her everywhere. 



BILLY
The ego of a genius, the size of an egg. 
Tiny Billy is determined to be the best 
feathered scientist this world has ever 
seen! This cute little inventor is often 
intense, manic or exasperated. Billy is 
Nano’s main guardian. Whenever Nano 
needs repairs, a battery recharge, or a 
place to sleep, he goes straight to 
Billy’s lab. 



LISA
She’s a restless and super stylish 
little cat. Or that is what she says. 
She’s full of energy, joy, and a desire 
to command. Yes, ma’am! After all, 
she is a month older than the rest. 
This natural leader feels it’s her duty 
to share her wisdom with the gang. 
If there is something she doesn’t 
know, no worries! She will make it 
up with her top-notch imagination. 
All this can be a bit confusing for 
naive Nano. 



ELLIOT
This lovable Panda likes to jump straight 
in, without regard for consequences. 
Nobody should fear the massive and 
flu�y bear, except maybe Elliot himself! 
He’s like a big baby, very jolly until 
things go wrong – then he becomes a 
big ball of distress. Neither of them 
strong at thinking ahead, Elliot and Nano 
get into plenty of trouble together, 
needing help from wiser heads! 



Nano lives in Billy’s lab, which has a ready 
supply of mechanical parts and cool 
upgrades for him. The lab is a ‘clubhouse’ 
for all the friends, who hang out there 
after school. In each episode a friend will 
come rushing to the lab with a new 
project or adventure they want Nano to 
join. Other friends will go along too. 



There is sometimes a clash as    
di�erent friends want to do 
di�erent things with Nano… 



…Billy wants to try out new 
gadgets and inventions 

with the robot – like thrus-
ters and rotor blades… 



…Lola wants to try out 
artistic things like new 

dances, music, painting 
in the sky… 



…Lisa wants to show the 
robot o� to the town, or-
ganizing events like a fas-
hion show, play-
ground-building event and 
surprise parties… 



And Elliot wants to take 
Nano any place that 

looks fun – rolling in the 
snow, and jumping into 

mud, painting in their 
own way! 



Dog!

Monkey!Story 
Ideas



 

Who’s that?! 
Lola wants to try on some costumes and gets 
Nano to help her move a big mirror. When the 

robot sees himself in the mirror, he wonders who 
the reflection is. He plays with it in fascination, 

extending his arms out long and pulling faces. But 
then Nano gets alarmed when he realizes he is di-

�erent from his friends. 

They’re animal, and he’s mechanical?! Nano be-
comes insecure and tries to be more like his 

friends – trying to eat food, and make himself 
‘soft and squishy’ with rubber tires. After the 

robot gets in a terrible mess, covered in tires and 
food, Lola calms him down. She shows him that 
we are all di�erent – she has horns, Lisa has fur, 
Billy has feathers and Elliot is black and white. 
Everybody’s di�erent, and that is okay. In fact, 

it’s beautiful! 



Nano 
Ahoy!



Billy wants to test out the robot’s new 
submarine propellers in the sea, which Nano 
has never seen. To carry Billy and the others, 

the robot turns into a sailboat and then the 
submarine. Things are going great, until Nano 
sees a group of fish swim together to imitate 

the shape of a huge creature. He gets really 
scared and rushes out the water. The others try 

to coax him back, but every time Nano sees 
even one of the little fish, he thinks a huge 

monster is chasing him! Until… the others show 
him that what the fish are doing is just like 

what Nano likes to do: transform himself into 
new shapes. Nano and the group of fish have a 

fun game, one making a new shape and the 
other copying it. Nano discovers his new fish 

friends are not so scary after all! 



Goodbye?!
Lisa organizes a welcome party for his friend Bobby the 

balloon traveler, back from one of his faraway adventures. 
Nano is fascinated by Bobby and his travel stories. When 

it’s time for Bobby to leave, Nano gets emotional. He 
doesn’t want Bobby to go! He uses his robot arms to grab 

Bobby back, or hangs onto the balloon, dangling. With 
some animated roleplay, his friends show Nano how one 
of them can disappear for a time, but then pop back up 

again soon. They also provide a photo of Bobby and Nano 
together, to look at while Bobby’s away. Nano calms 

down as he understands “goodbye” doesn’t always mean 
goodbye forever! 



Into the Wild
Over-confident Elliot and innocent Nano go out into nature and 
encounter a variety of creatures. But they are way too pushy 
in wanting the creatures to play with them. A frog flings 
mud at them with his big feet, a porcupine prickles 
them and a magpie flies o� with a shiny piece of 
Nano in its beak. They have to chase the bird 
to get it back! It’s only when Billy teaches 
the pair to be respectful of nature that 
they find a much more positive 
experience, and enjoy safe 
encounters with amazing 
creatures! 





Lola is making a huge and original mobile decoration of 
planets. Billy is not very happy with the result and comp-

lains about the lack of acuracy of Lola's mobile. There are 
many planets that don't exist there! The two friends start 

a fight until Nano transforms it into a rocket ship and 
takes them all into space. Let's see it with our own eyes! 
Exploring the stars and planets, the gang finds a scared 

little alien in a small moon. The poor alien is lost and 
doesn’t know the way home. Our friends decide to help. 

They visit many di�erent asteroids, planets and moons 
full of funny creatures and suprises but none of them are 
the alien planet. They all feel really sad until Lola has an 

idea. She takes from inside of Nano her planet mobile and 
shows it to the little alien. He gets really excited and 

points a red little planet. That's home! Billy cannot belie-
ve it, but it's true. Lola's crazy mobile safes the day. They 
finally find the aliens home, where it has a happy reunion 

with its grateful parents! 

The Lost 
Little Alien



Thanks!


